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The Follies of Cincinnati

1 - Elsinore Arch, Eden Park, Cincinnati

I

f I had a dollar for every time someone said to
me “why do you want to holiday in Ohio,” I could
fly business class to America instead of what
United Airlines quaintly describes as ‘Coach’. It is
true of course that the State of Ohio offers little for
your average tourist, but follyologists can rarely be
classified as your average tourists and we can
usually find something of interest hidden in the
suburbs, even if it is Jungle Jim’s famous grocery
store at Fairfield, on the outskirts of Cincinnati. The
State also has fewer poisonous snakes per square
mile than many others in the United States, a fact
that is remarkably comforting when you are up to
your arm-pits in long grass looking for what one of
the locals assures you is a ‘folly’.

Cincinnati is worth a visit, if only to see its
glorious Art Deco-styled Union Terminal railway
station at 1301 Western Avenue, designed in 1933
by the architects Fellheimer, Wagner and Wank.
Beyond that, the city centre is dominated by
Proctor and Gamble’s twin-tower headquarters
built in 1956 by Kohn, Pederson and Fox. Each
tower gradually reduces on plan until it reaches an
octagonal shape that is crowned with a pyramidal
roof, encouraging Cincinnatians to nickname it the
Dolly Parton building for obvious reasons! The
company first moved to Cincinnati in 1837 because
soap was then a by-product of pig slaughtering,
and the ‘processing of hogs’ is what put Cincinnati
on the map. In fact it was so associated with the
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trade that in 1829 the city was known across the
rest of America as ‘Porkopolis’.
To celebrate its past, pigs are displayed on
public buildings and in public art, one example of
which is the Pig Bridge standing behind the Great
American Ballpark on the banks of the Ohio River.
I first saw it on the recommendation of Lucinda
Lambton who raved about it and told me that it is
as glorious as the Schweinsbrucke at Wismar,
which it is. Everything about the bridge is fun,
including the fact that it goes nowhere and clearly
doesn’t need to use suspension bridge technology
to support such a short
span, but at least the
stanchions give a base
for Andrew Leicester’s
signature features: the
four winged pigs. The
bridge also provides a
view of the Covington
Suspension
Bridge,
built by John Roebling
in 1867 as a prototype
for his more famous
example at Brooklyn in
New York.

greenhouses containing more than 90 varieties of
Camellia alone. The following year, and completely
by accident, Strauch found himself in America and
stuck overnight in the Cincinnati area, so he made
his way to Bowler’s office and was invited to stay.
A couple of days later he had been persuaded to
stay on permanently as Bowler’s head gardener.
The Temple of Love was the only folly built
at Mount Storm, and stood above a subterranean
cistern that stored rainwater for the gardens below,
including 17 glasshouses, an orchard, waterfall
and lake. The only other feature of note is an
icehouse that was used to accommodate Bowler’s
wine cellar.

2 - The bridge (above) and its support columns (below)

3 - The Temple of Love at Mount Storm, Cincinnati

North of the city, close to where Interstate 74
(I-74) meets I-75, is Mount Storm Park, which has
a gloriette known as the Temple of Love. It was
built in 1845 for the dry goods magnate and former
Mayor of Cincinnati, Robert Bowler, and designed
by the landscape architect Adolph Strauch. Bowler
had met Strauch in 1851 at the Imperial Gardens in
Vienna, and got on well enough to invite him to call
if he ever found himself in the United States. It
must have been a tempting offer because Bowler
was known to have a palatial mansion with what
the local author John Fleischman describes as ‘the
finest garden in the West,’ with exotic plants that
had been collected from around the World and 10

Strauch’s main legacy was the introduction
to Cincinnati of the ‘lawn-plan’ style of landscape,
where large areas were laid to grass and controlled
by regular and careful mowing. It was admired by
many local families who commissioned Strauch to
recreate it on their own estates. He used it again in
1864 when he laid out the 733-acre Spring Grove
Cemetery, and in the public parks that he designed
during his brief spell as Cincinnati’s Superintendent
of Parks.
Like many graveyards, the Spring Grove
Cemetery is awash with stories, most of which are
based on irrational fear of ghosts and the afterlife,
but one true story is that the bust on C.C. Breuer’s
monument (lot 100) contains both of his eyeballs.
Cincinnati has the second oldest zoological
and botanical park in America, opening its doors
on 18 September 1875 and boasting the largest
collection of animals in the United States until it
was eclipsed by the Bronx Zoo in 1899. To show
off its collection, the fledgling zoo invited the city’s
leading architect James W. McLaughlin to prepare
plans for a series of buildings that would introduce
an international feel to the site. His designs
included a Turkish-style Monkey House (now
used to house reptiles) that is 60 feet (18.3 metres)
in diameter and topped with a two-stage dome
rising 40 feet (12 metres) and containing skylights
to let sunlight into the 16 cages beneath. It was
remodelled in 1922, at which time the outdoor
summer cages were taken away and the indoor
ones modified.
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4 - The Monkey House at Cincinnati Zoo in 1974

When it opened, the zoo’s main architectural
attraction was its row of seven Chinese pagodas
forming a complex that measured 320 feet (97.5
metres) in length. They originally accommodated a
large collection of birds, most of which were given
to the zoo by its founder, Andrew Erkenbrecher.
Sadly, the six smaller buildings were demolished in
1974-5, and the sole surviving one moved 50 feet
(15 metres) to the northwest during its restoration.

To the east of Cincinnati is Eden Park in the
fashionable area of Mount Adams. It was laid out
by Strauch as a vineyard for Nicholas Longworth,
but all traces of it have gone. The city’s best folly
stands at the Elsinore entrance to the park and is a
castellated arch built in 1883 in the Romanesque
style (see cover). It was the idea of A. G. Moore,
the Superintendent of Water Works, who needed a
new stop valve for his water main beneath Gilbert
Avenue and who wanted to give the park a more
appropriate entrance to the Art Museum being built
nearby. That spring, the Shakespearean Dramatic
Festival was held at Cincinnati’s Music Hall where
Moore found himself attending a performance of
Hamlet played by the legendary actor James E.
Murdoch. Moore was particularly stuck by the
stage set and the following morning commissioned
local architect Charles Hannaford to copy it for his
new building. The finished building, known as the
Elsinore Tower, cost $15,000 and represents a
large sum to spend on something enclosing a tap!

5 - The Bird Pagodas at Cincinnati Zoo in
1974, and as it is today (below)

The pagoda is
used as a memorial to
the Carolina Parakeet,
the last of which died at
the zoo in 1918, and
the Passenger Pigeon
because Martha, the
last of them, died there
four years earlier.
There is also an
Islamic-style Herbivore
House that was built in
1906 by the architects
Elzner and Anderson, and measures 175 feet
(53.3 metres) in length and is topped by five
vaulted ceiling lights and a 70 feet (21.3 metre)
high pointed dome.
6 - The Herbivore House at Cincinnati Zoo in 1974

At one point the park included an obelisk,
which the Americans
rather clumsily call a
‘shaft’, as well as a
thatched pavilion over
a spring (see below).
This was replaced in
1904 by a Moorish
gazebo designed by
Cornelius M. Foster,
complete with sixteen
scalloped arches set
beneath a red tiled roof
topped with a copper
onion dome.
7 - The Moorish pavilion (above) and
original thatched one (below)
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To the west of the lake is a bronze replica of
the Capitoline Wolf; it was a gift from the Italian
government and presented by the Order of the
Sons of Italy in 1931. There is also an attractive
Watertower standing 172 feet (52.5 metres) high
and completed in 1894.

is extremely dull: it can only be assumed that the
architects were putting all of their energy into the
more splendid Linwood Public School (1929) on
Eastern Avenue. Any decision to venture here is
boosted by a stop at Graeter’s Ice Cream Parlour
on Hyde Park Square, continuing a 125-year-old
tradition of making the some of the finest ice-cream
in the world with the traditional French pot method.

10 - The Mushroom House at Hyde Park, Cincinnati

Lastly, the Mushroom House, on the corner
of Erie and Tarpis (Hyde Park) is an unusual home
created by Terry Brown, a professor of architecture
and interior design at the University of Cincinnati. It
was built with the assistance of his students but
still cost $400,000, and provided Terry with a home
until his death last year.
8 - The Eden Park Water Tower, Cincinnati

A short distance to the north-east of Eden
Park stands the Alfred Day Fisher Swiss Chalet,
built in 1892 by the architect Lucien F. Plympton
using timber that was cut in Switzerland and taken
to Cincinnati for erection. Rather unfairly, Plympton
is remembered best for his chalets, even though
his own house (just a few doors away) is in the
Tudor Revival style and much more accomplished.

11 - The Mushroom House at Hyde Park, Cincinnati

Next Month – This brief excursion into the Buckeye
State of Ohio concludes with a look at the follies that
are outside of Cincinnati.
This edition of Foll-e would not have been possible without the
assistance of Jane Ware, whose excellent books Building Ohio
were constant companions during my travels. Her kindness and
generosity in showing me around the Columbus area remains a
treasured memory.
9 - One of Plympton's Swiss Chalets at Eden Park

Elsewhere in Cincinnati there is an Italian
Renaissance Pavilion at Ault Park, approached by
two grand staircases set either side of a cascading
fountain, built in 1930 by Fechheimer and Ihorst.
Like so many other buildings in that style, this one

Picture credits: Cover – Greg Hume on WIkipedia; Pig Bridge
(x2) – Andrew Leicester; Temple of Love – Greg Hume;
Postcards views of Cincinnati Zoo – The American National
Register of Historic Places; The Chinese Pavilion – Christine El
(Flickr); Mushroom House – Dan Stiver (Flickr). Other pictures
are by the editor or taken from the Folly Picture Library: our
grateful thanks to all of them for the kind and generous free use
of their excellent pictures and illustrations.
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